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Introduction

‣ Heavy quark (c and b ) are produced via hard scattering processes at the initial stage of the 
collision
‣ It allows to test our understanding of various aspects of QCD.

‣ Perturbative process ( )  Heavy quark production

‣ non-perturbative process  Quarkonium bound state formation.
‣ Quarkonium pairs may originate from single-parton scattering (SPS) or double-parton 

scattering (DPS). 
‣ These production mechanisms can be separated experimentally since the DPS production is 

characterized by more forward and separated mesons.
‣ How to verify: performing a Cross-section measurement 

‣ Heavy quark production (1)
‣ Quarkonium bound state formation (2)

mc,b > > ΛQCD →
→

‣New CMS results will be discussed in this talk:

‣ (1S) pair production cross section measurement and resonance search decaying to (1S) .(2)

‣ Investigation into the event-activity dependence of (nS) relative production.(2)

‣ Measurement of 
 
and 

 
cross section ratios (1&2)

‣ Observation of the  decay 

‣ Observation of a new excited beauty strange baryon decaying to  

Υ Υ μ+μ−

Υ

Bc(2S)+ B*
c(2S)+

B0
s → X(3872)ϕ

Ξ−
b π+π−
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Measurement of the (1S) pair production cross section and search 
for resonances decaying to (1S)μ+μ− in proton-proton collisions at 

 = 13 TeV 

Υ
Υ

s

Paper: PLB 808 (2020) 135578

‣ 35.9 fb -1 of  =13 TeV (2016)s

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.physletb.2020.135578
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Measurement of the Υ(1S) pair production cross section  

‣ The (1S) (1S) production was observed for the first time by CMS using 2012 data.

‣ SPS and DPS components were not separated

‣ Aim: (1S) (1S) fiducial cross section measurement using 35.9 fb -1 of CMS data collected in 2016.

‣ Both the (1S) should be within absolute rapidity 2.0

‣ 2D fit to two randomly selected dimuon pair (  and  ) to evaluate (1S) (1S) yield.

‣ Signal is modelled with double Crystal-Ball function with a common mean form SPS simulation.

Υ Υ

Υ Υ

Υ
m12 m34 Υ Υ

‣ (2S) (1S)

‣ (3S) (1S)

‣ (3S) (3S)

‣ (2S) (2S)

‣ (1S)+ combinatorial

‣ (2S)+ combinatorial

‣ (3S)+ combinatorial

‣ combinatorial + combinatorial

Υ Υ

Υ Υ

Υ Υ

Υ Υ

Υ

Υ

Υ

‣ Backgrounds contributions are:
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Figure 1: Projection of the 2D fit (line) to the m12 invariant mass distribution (points) for the
SPS U(1S)U(1S) simulation. The vertical bars on the points show the statistical uncertainty
only. The mass distribution is modeled with the sum of two Crystal Ball functions with the
same mean.

parameters of the polynomial are free to float in the 2D fit to data in the signal region, detailed
in Section 5.3.

In the 2D fit to the data performed in the signal region, the free parameters are the normal-
izations of all the processes and the parameters of the combinatorial background mass distri-
bution. The function parameters of the U(1S), U(2S), and U(3S) signal shapes are constrained
within their uncertainties.

5.2 Systematic uncertainties

The normalization uncertainties that affect the measurement are the following:

• 2.5% uncertainty in the integrated luminosity for the 2016 running period [33], which
appears in Eq. (1).

• 0.5% uncertainty per muon in the efficiency of the muon identification and tracking,
measured with a tag-and-probe method [17]. It sums up to 2% per event because
the uncertainties are assumed to be correlated for the four muons since they mostly
originate from the same source. This uncertainty is related to the term ereco in the
weight w.

• 1% uncertainty in the vertex fit c2 probability criterion, determined by comparing
background-subtracted observed and simulated distributions of the vertex fit c2

probability for events with a U(1S) meson and two nearby tracks. This uncertainty
is related to the term evtx in the weight w.

• 2% uncertainty per muon matched to trigger objects in the trigger efficiency, mea-
sured with a tag-and probe method, summing up to 6% per event because the un-
certainties are assumed to be correlated for the three muons required at trigger level.
This uncertainty is related to the term eevt in the weight w.

These normalization uncertainties propagate directly into identical uncertainties in the U(1S)
pair production cross section. Additionally, the uncertainty of 2% in the B(U(1S) ! µ+µ�)
branching fraction, which is used to compute N

corr based on Eq. (1), results in a 4% uncertainty
in the U(1S) pair production cross section measurement.

The parameters of the combinatorial background are freely floating, while the parameters of
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�fid =
Ncorr

LB2(Y(1S) ! µµ)
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L = integrated luminosity

Ncorr = e�ciency corrected signal events

JHEP 05 (2017) 013 

https://arxiv.org/pdf/1610.07095.pdf
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Figure 4: Measured fiducial cross section (black dots) in bins of |Dy(U(1S), U(1S))| (left)
or mU(1S)U(1S) (right). The last bin includes the overflow. The SPS and DPS distributions
predicted from simulation are overlaid using the fDPS value extracted from the fit to the
|Dy(U(1S), U(1S))| distribution. The shaded areas around the SPS and DPS predictions in-
dicate the theoretical uncertainties, which are often smaller than the thickness of the dashed
lines. The shaded area around the total distribution corresponds to the uncertainty in the mea-
surement of fDPS. The solid line shows the sum of the SPS and DPS contributions with the
best-fit fDPS.

mass m4µ for signal events. The m4µ and em4µ distributions are similar for the combinatorial
background.

The results are extracted by performing an unbinned maximum-likelihood fit to the em4µ spec-
trum. The signal and background components are modeled by several functional forms in the
fit, as described in the next paragraphs.

The signal distributions are parameterized by the sum of two Gaussian functions with the same
mean. The parameters are extracted for the four mass points available in simulation. The signal
modeling needs to be interpolated for masses between 16.5 and 26 GeV and extrapolated to
masses up to 27 GeV to search for narrow resonances with any mass between 16.5 and 27 GeV.
This is done by fitting with polynomials the different parameters of the two Gaussian functions
as a function of the generated resonance mass. The same procedure is repeated for every signal
model. The full width at half maximum is about 0.2 GeV for a resonance mass of 18 GeV.

The background is separated into two components: the U(1S)U(1S) process, which was the
signal in Section 5 and is characterized by a sharp rising edge in the em4µ spectrum at twice
the U(1S) meson mass, and the combinatorial background, which is described by a smooth
function as explained below.

The em4µ spectrum for the U(1S)U(1S) process is obtained from simulation, and is modeled as
the product of a sigmoid function and an exponential function with a negative exponent. The
nominal model for the U(1S)U(1S) background is taken as an average between the DPS and
SPS templates, which is consistent with the measurement of the DPS fraction presented in Sec-
tion 5.3. Figure 5 shows the em4µ models obtained from simulated DPS and SPS events, together
with the average fit model. The number of U(1S)U(1S) events in the signal region is extracted,
as detailed in Section 5, using the selection designed for the resonance search and without ap-
plying the acceptance and efficiency corrections from Eq. (2). In this case, only events with
13 < em4µ < 28 GeV are retained and no rapidity criteria are applied for the reconstructed
U(1S) candidates. The yield is measured to be 78± 13 events. The requirement that the mass of
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Fiducial cross-section and DPS fraction

‣ Each event in the signal region is reweighed for the acceptance and efficiency 

‣ weights computed in reconstructed pT and rapidity of muon pairs.

‣ yield of (1S) (1S) :1740 ± 240

‣ No evidence of (2S) (2S) mode

Υ Υ

Υ Υ
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Figure 2: The two projections and the result of the 2D fit to the muon pair invariant masses.
Each event is corrected for acceptance and efficiency. The U(1S) pair production signal is shown
as a filled area. The contributions from the combinatorial background, and from events with a
U(1S) meson and a pair of combinatorial muons, with a U(2S) meson and two reconstructed
muons from any origin, and with a U(3S) meson and two reconstructed muons from any origin,
are overlaid.

Table 2: The unweighted number of events for each of the processes from the fit to the m12 and
m34 distributions without acceptance nor efficiency corrections.

Process Uncorrected yield
U(1S) + U(1S) 111 ± 16
U(2S) + U(2S) 3.6 +4.4

�3.6
U(3S) + U(3S) 1.1 +1.4

�1.1
U(1S) + combinatorial 166 ± 33
U(2S) + combinatorial 25 ± 18
U(3S) + combinatorial 1.1 +11

�1.1
U(2S) + U(1S) 19 ± 10
U(3S) + U(1S) 17 ± 11
Combinatorial + combinatorial 561 ± 41

predicts a ratio of 2.1 for DPS production, and 1.6 for the SPS production. Taking the fraction
of the DPS mechanism in the total cross section fDPS = (39 ± 14)% at a center-of-mass energy
of 13 TeV, as measured in Section 5.5, the cross section ratio predicted by PYTHIA is 1.79 ± 0.27.
Combining the uncertainties in quadrature, the prediction is within two standard deviations of
the measurement.

Another unbinned extended maximum likelihood fit is performed to extract the number of
U(1S)U(1S) events observed in data after the selection. The U(1S)U(1S) unweighted signal
yield is obtained from a fit where all observed events have a weight of 1.0. For this fit, a sep-
arate signal shape is determined by fitting the m12 and m34 distributions in the unweighted
simulation. The absence of weighting does not significantly modify the signal distribution.
The unweighted event yields are given for all processes in Table 2. There is no evidence for
the simultaneous production of two excited states of the U meson, but excesses with a signif-
icance lower than two standard deviations indicate the possible presence of U(1S)U(2S) and
U(1S)U(3S) events. The number of events from data in the m12 vs. m34 distribution is shown in
Fig. 3, along with the results of the fit to the signal+background model, using the color scale to
the right of the plot.

5.3 Measurement of the fiducial cross section 7

Table 1: Systematic uncertainties considered in the U(1S) pair production cross section mea-
surement. The last column gives the associated absolute uncertainty in the measurement of
sfid.

Uncertainty source Uncertainty (%) Impact on sfid ( pb)
Integrated luminosity 2.5 2.0
Muon identification 2.0 1.6
Trigger 6.0 4.7
Vertex probability 1.0 0.8
B(U(1S) ! µ+µ�) 4.0 3.2
Signal and background models 1.2 1.0
Method closure 1.5 1.2

Total 8.1 6.4

the U(1S)U(1S) distributions are constrained within the uncertainties obtained from the fit to
simulated events. An uncertainty of 0.2% in the muon momentum scale is propagated as an
uncertainty in the mean of the U(1S) model. These uncertainties in the signal and background
model together contribute an uncertainty of 1.5% in the U(1S) pair production cross section
measurement.

The consistency of the method to obtain N
corr is checked by applying the efficiency and ac-

ceptance weights to the events selected in simulation, and comparing the computed N
corr to

the number of events generated in the fiducial region before applying any selection criterion.
This test is performed for both the SPS and DPS simulations using the correction maps derived
from one sample, the other one, or their combination. Using the combined map, the weighted
DPS yield has a deviation of (�1.3 ± 3.7)% with respect to the generated yield, and the corre-
sponding deviation for the SPS sample is (�0.6 ± 1.5)%. The level of closure is similarly good
for both production modes despite average event weights differing by more than a factor of 3
because of the kinematic differences. The weighted number of data events used to compute the
U(1S) pair production cross section is increased by 1% to allow for a potential nonclosure, and
an uncertainty of 1.5% is associated with this correction.

The systematic uncertainties are summarized in Table 1.

5.3 Measurement of the fiducial cross section

The 2D unbinned fit to the m12 vs. m34 distribution yields N
corr = 1740± 240 for the U(1S)U(1S)

process. The projections on both dimensions with all the fit components are shown in Fig. 2.
This number of events can be translated into an inclusive cross section for the U(1S)U(1S)
process in the fiducial region defined such that both U(1S) mesons have an absolute rapidity
below 2.0. Taking into account the statistical and systematic uncertainties described in Section
5.2, and assuming unpolarized U(1S) mesons, the inclusive fiducial cross section is measured
to be:

sfid = 79 ± 11 (stat) ± 6 (syst) ± 3 (B) pb, (3)

where the last uncertainty comes from the uncertainty in the U(1S) dimuon branching fraction.

The CMS Collaboration previously measured, in the same fiducial region, the U(1S)U(1S)
production cross section at a center-of-mass energy of 8 TeV to be 69 ± 13 (stat) ± 7 (syst) ±
3(B)pb [2]. Assuming all uncertainties are uncorrelated with those in the result presented in
this Letter except that in the branching fraction of the U(1S) meson to muons, the measured
ratio of the cross section at a center-of-mass of 13 TeV to that at 8 TeV is 1.14 ± 0.32, where the
uncertainty includes both the statistical and systematic components. The PYTHIA generator
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mesons, |Dy(U(1S), U(1S))|, as they are largely uncorrelated, and by a larger invariant mass
of the meson pairs, mU(1S)U(1S) . The distributions of Df(U(1S), U(1S)), DR(U(1S), U(1S)), and
pT(U(1S)U(1S)) also differ for the SPS and DPS mechanisms, but they are very sensitive to
the choice of model parameters in the simulation and are subject to large theoretical uncertain-
ties [37]. Measuring the U(1S)U(1S) fiducial cross section in bins of |Dy(U(1S), U(1S))| or of
mU(1S)U(1S) can give a measurement of the fraction of DPS events, fDPS, defined as:

fDPS =
sDPS

fid
sSPS

fid + sDPS
fid

, (4)

where sDPS
fid and sSPS

fid are, respectively, the DPS and SPS cross sections in the fiducial region. We
measure the fiducial cross section in five bins of |Dy(U(1S), U(1S))| and five bins of mU(1S)U(1S) .
The signal and background models are the same as for the inclusive measurement, except that
the width of the function describing the U(1S) invariant mass shape is allowed to float between
its best-fit values for the inclusive selection and for the selection in the relevant exclusive bin.
This allows for a potential degradation (improvement) of the muon momentum resolution at
high (low) pseudorapidity to be taken into account, since the muon pseudorapidity is corre-
lated with both |Dy(U(1S), U(1S))| and mU(1S)U(1S) . The systematic uncertainties are identical
to those presented in Section 5.2.

The extracted fiducial cross sections as a function of |Dy(U(1S), U(1S))| and mU(1S)U(1S) are
compared to the expected distributions for SPS and DPS production, as obtained in the fiducial
region using PYTHIA for the DPS process, and from HELAC-ONIA with the NLO* CSM pre-
dictions for the SPS process. The fraction fDPS is measured with a binned maximum-likelihood
fit of these two simulated distributions with floating normalizations to the measured fidu-
cial cross sections in bins of |Dy(U(1S), U(1S))| and mU(1S)U(1S) . As determined from pseudo-
experiments, the best precision is expected to be achieved using |Dy(U(1S), U(1S))|. Theoretical
uncertainties coming from the choice of parton distribution functions and the factorization and
renormalization scales are taken into account for both the SPS and DPS predicted distributions.
The fraction fDPS is measured to be (39 ± 14)% using |Dy(U(1S), U(1S))| as the discriminative
distribution. This results includes both statistical and systematic uncertainties, where the for-
mer strongly dominates. The result using mU(1S)U(1S) is compatible with this measurement, but
with much lower precision: (27 ± 22)%. The uncertainties are strongly dominated by the un-
certainties in the measurements of the cross section in the |Dy(U(1S), U(1S))| and mU(1S)U(1S)
bins, with theoretical uncertainties in the predicted SPS and DPS distributions playing a role at
the percent level. The measured differential fiducial cross sections are shown in Fig. 4, together
with the SPS and DPS predictions.

6 Search for resonances
6.1 Methodology

We search for a narrow excess of events above an expected smooth four-muon invariant mass
spectrum. Assuming that the resonant state decays into two muons and a U(1S) meson that
further decays to a pair of muons, the signal mass resolution can be improved by using a mass-
difference observable [38]:

em4µ = m4µ � mµµ + mU(1S) , (5)

where m4µ is the invariant mass of the four leptons, mµµ the invariant mass associated with the
U(1S) candidate, and mU(1S) the nominal mass of the U(1S) particle (9.46 GeV [31]). This esti-
mated mass, denoted as em4µ , has a resolution about 50% better than the four-muon invariant

fDPS = 0.39 ± 0.14

‣ Assuming (1S) are produced unpolarized

‣ Change in polarization => changing the 
cross section by −60 to +25%.

Υ

‣ The SPS and DPS contributions can be separated because of their different kinematics:

- The mesons have a larger rapidity difference in DPS 

- The mesons have a larger invariant mass in DPS

‣ The fiducial cross section is 
measured in individual bins of the 
rapidity difference or of the invariant 
mass.
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set on the product of the resonance production cross section and its branching fraction to four
muons via an intermediate U(1S) resonance.

6.3 Results

The binned em4µ distribution in the signal region of the resonance search is shown in Fig. 7. The
background and example signal components are shown using their best-fit shapes and normal-
izations. Using the number of U(1S)U(1S) events observed in data as a reference, a resonance
with a mass around 19 GeV and having a similar production cross section and branching frac-
tion to four muons as the U(1S)U(1S) production, would produce about 100 events in our
sample, given the similarity between the kinematic distributions of both processes. No sig-
nificant narrow excess of events is observed above the background expectation. The largest
excess is observed for a resonance mass of 25.1 GeV, and has a local significance of 2.4 standard
deviations for the scalar signal hypothesis.
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Figure 7: The em4µ distribution from data and the results of the fit in the resonance search.
An example signal is shown for the tetraquark model with a mass of 19 GeV, which has a
significance of about one standard deviation.

Upper limits on the product of the production cross section of a resonance and the branch-
ing fraction to a final state of four muons via an intermediate U(1S) resonance are set at 95%
confidence level (CL) using the modified frequentist construction CLs in the asymptotic ap-
proximation [40–44], separately for each signal model. The upper limits are extracted using
unbinned distributions. The cross section is defined in the entire phase space without fiducial
requirements, and the branching fraction used is the product of the branching fraction of the
resonant state to a U(1S) meson and two muons, and the branching fraction of the U(1S) meson
to two muons. Masses between 17.5 and 19.5 GeV are probed in the context of the tetraquark
search, using the bottomonium model, whereas the limits in the extended mass range 16.5–
27 GeV are set for the generic search, using the JHUGEN models. The corresponding upper
limits are given in Fig. 8. They range between 5 and 380 fb, depending on the mass and signal
model. The patterns in the limits are broader for the spin-2 signal than for the scalar and pseu-
doscalar states because the signal is characterized by softer and more forward muons, leading
to a worse em4µ resolution.

7 Summary
The cross section for U(1S) pair production is measured in the fiducial region where both U(1S)
mesons have an absolute rapidity below 2.0. The measurement is performed using proton-
proton collision data collected at a center-of-mass energy of 13 TeV by the CMS detector in 2016

6

Search for resonance decaying to (1S)μ+μ− Υ

‣ A tetraquark made of 4 b quarks would have mass around 18 GeV and could decay to an onshell 
(1S) and 2 leptons.

‣ Looking for a narrow excess of events above a smooth four-muon spectrum

‣ Signal resolution improved using 

Υ
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mesons, |Dy(U(1S), U(1S))|, as they are largely uncorrelated, and by a larger invariant mass
of the meson pairs, mU(1S)U(1S) . The distributions of Df(U(1S), U(1S)), DR(U(1S), U(1S)), and
pT(U(1S)U(1S)) also differ for the SPS and DPS mechanisms, but they are very sensitive to
the choice of model parameters in the simulation and are subject to large theoretical uncertain-
ties [37]. Measuring the U(1S)U(1S) fiducial cross section in bins of |Dy(U(1S), U(1S))| or of
mU(1S)U(1S) can give a measurement of the fraction of DPS events, fDPS, defined as:

fDPS =
sDPS

fid
sSPS

fid + sDPS
fid

, (4)

where sDPS
fid and sSPS

fid are, respectively, the DPS and SPS cross sections in the fiducial region. We
measure the fiducial cross section in five bins of |Dy(U(1S), U(1S))| and five bins of mU(1S)U(1S) .
The signal and background models are the same as for the inclusive measurement, except that
the width of the function describing the U(1S) invariant mass shape is allowed to float between
its best-fit values for the inclusive selection and for the selection in the relevant exclusive bin.
This allows for a potential degradation (improvement) of the muon momentum resolution at
high (low) pseudorapidity to be taken into account, since the muon pseudorapidity is corre-
lated with both |Dy(U(1S), U(1S))| and mU(1S)U(1S) . The systematic uncertainties are identical
to those presented in Section 5.2.

The extracted fiducial cross sections as a function of |Dy(U(1S), U(1S))| and mU(1S)U(1S) are
compared to the expected distributions for SPS and DPS production, as obtained in the fiducial
region using PYTHIA for the DPS process, and from HELAC-ONIA with the NLO* CSM pre-
dictions for the SPS process. The fraction fDPS is measured with a binned maximum-likelihood
fit of these two simulated distributions with floating normalizations to the measured fidu-
cial cross sections in bins of |Dy(U(1S), U(1S))| and mU(1S)U(1S) . As determined from pseudo-
experiments, the best precision is expected to be achieved using |Dy(U(1S), U(1S))|. Theoretical
uncertainties coming from the choice of parton distribution functions and the factorization and
renormalization scales are taken into account for both the SPS and DPS predicted distributions.
The fraction fDPS is measured to be (39 ± 14)% using |Dy(U(1S), U(1S))| as the discriminative
distribution. This results includes both statistical and systematic uncertainties, where the for-
mer strongly dominates. The result using mU(1S)U(1S) is compatible with this measurement, but
with much lower precision: (27 ± 22)%. The uncertainties are strongly dominated by the un-
certainties in the measurements of the cross section in the |Dy(U(1S), U(1S))| and mU(1S)U(1S)
bins, with theoretical uncertainties in the predicted SPS and DPS distributions playing a role at
the percent level. The measured differential fiducial cross sections are shown in Fig. 4, together
with the SPS and DPS predictions.

6 Search for resonances
6.1 Methodology

We search for a narrow excess of events above an expected smooth four-muon invariant mass
spectrum. Assuming that the resonant state decays into two muons and a U(1S) meson that
further decays to a pair of muons, the signal mass resolution can be improved by using a mass-
difference observable [38]:

em4µ = m4µ � mµµ + mU(1S) , (5)

where m4µ is the invariant mass of the four leptons, mµµ the invariant mass associated with the
U(1S) candidate, and mU(1S) the nominal mass of the U(1S) particle (9.46 GeV [31]). This esti-
mated mass, denoted as em4µ , has a resolution about 50% better than the four-muon invariant

‣ Maximum likelihood fit performed in the signal region

‣ Signal is modelled with double Gaussian with common mean

‣ The (1S) (1S) background is modeled with a sigmoid 
function and the combinatorial background is different 
function(Chebychev+Breit-Wigner)

‣ No significant excess is observed.

‣ Upper limit set on the product of the cross section and 
branching fraction based on the modified frequentist 
construction.

Υ Υ
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Figure 8: Upper limits at 95% CL on the product of the cross section and branching fraction for
a tetraquark (upper left), scalar (upper right), pseudoscalar (lower left), and spin-2 (lower right)
states. The symbol s denotes the production cross section of the resonance, and the symbol B
denotes the product of the branching fraction for the decay of the resonance to a U(1S) meson
and two muons, and the U(1S) meson dimuon branching fraction. The line with the points on
it shows the observed upper limits and the thin red line is the median of the expected upper
limits. The inner (green) band and the outer (yellow) band indicate the regions containing
68 and 95%, respectively, of the distribution of limits expected under the background-only
hypothesis.

and corresponding to an integrated luminosity of 35.9 fb�1. Assuming that the U(1S) mesons
are produced unpolarized, the fiducial U(1S) pair production cross section is determined to be
79 ± 11 (stat) ± 6 (syst) ± 3(B)pb, where the last uncertainty comes from the uncertainty in the
U(1S) dimuon branching fraction. The result can change if the U(1S) mesons are produced with
a nonzero polarization. Changing the polarization coefficient lq from �1 to +1, the resulting
U(1S) pair production cross section measurement varies by �60 to +25%.

The contribution of double-parton scattering to the total inclusive U(1S) pair production cross
section is determined for the first time. It is measured to be (39 ± 14)% in the same fiducial

- Masses between 17.5 and 19.5 GeV are probed in 
the context of the tetraquark search, using the 
bottomonium model
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3.4 Acceptances, efficiencies and vertex merging corrections 5

into account the slightly shifted experimental dimuon mass scale [25]. The widths of the two
Gaussian functions are constrained to scale between the three signal peaks, following the ratios
of their world-average masses. The tail parameter of the exponential is left free in the fit, but is
common to the three U(nS) signal shapes. There are eight resulting free parameters in the fit:
the mass scale factor, the two widths of the U(1S) Gaussian function, their respective fraction in
describing the U(1S) peak, the tail parameter of the exponential, the number of U(1S) events,
and the ratios U(2S)/U(1S) and U(3S)/U(1S). The validity of the fit choices, in particular of
the fixed mass resolution scaling between the three states, has been confirmed by relaxing these
constraints and comparing the results in larger Ntrack bins, to decrease the sensitivity to statis-
tical fluctuations. To describe the background, an Error Function combined with an exponential
is chosen.

Examples of the invariant mass distributions and the results of the fit are shown in Fig. 1 for
Ntrack = 0–6 (left) and 110–140 (right). The lower panel displays the normalised residual (pull)
distribution. This is given by the difference between the observed number of events in the
data and the integral of the fitted signal and background function in that bin, divided by the
Poisson statistical uncertainty in the data. The lineshape description represents the data well
and shows no systematic structure. Signal extraction was found to be the main source of sys-
tematic uncertainties in the measurement of the ratios. In order to evaluate it, eight alternative
fit functions have been considered, combining the described ones and alternative modelling
of the signal (Crystal Ball functions [36]) and the background (polynomials of different orders,
exponential function). The maximum variation with respect to the chosen fit is taken as the
systematic uncertainty, and is found to be up to 5.5% in the highest Ntrack bins.
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Figure 1: The µ+ µ� invariant mass distributions for dimuon candidates with p
µµ
T > 7 GeV and

|yµµ | < 1.2, in two intervals of charged particle multiplicity, 0–6 (left) and 110–140 (right). The
result of the fit is shown by the solid lines, with the various dotted lines giving the different
components. The lower panel displays the pull distribution.

3.4 Acceptances, efficiencies and vertex merging corrections

Evaluation of the efficiencies begins with the single-muon reconstruction efficiencies obtained
with a ”tag-and-probe” approach [37], based on J/y control samples in data. The dimuon
efficiency is then obtained by combining the single-muon efficiencies and a factor that takes into
account the trigger inefficiency for close-by muons, obtained from MC simulation, following
the procedure detailed in Ref. [38].

8

‣ Goal of the analysis is to study the ratio between the (nS) states vs 
multiplicity using the standard pp at 7 TeV.
‣ Ratio of (nS)/ (1S) states were studied in pp, heavy ions and pPb 

collision.

Υ

Υ Υ

5.1 Excited-to-ground state cross section ratios: U(nS)/U(1S) 7
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Figure 3: Single cross section ratios U(2S)/U(1S) and U(3S)/U(1S) for |yCM| < 1.93 versus trans-
verse energy measured in 4.0 < |h| < 5.2 (left) and number of charged tracks measured
in |h| < 2.4 (right), for pp collisions at

p
s = 2.76 TeV (open symbols) and pPb collisions atp

sNN = 5.02 TeV (closed symbols). In both figures, the error bars indicate the statistical uncer-
tainties, and the boxes represent the point-to-point systematic uncertainties. The global uncer-
tainties on the pp results are 7% and 8% for U(2S)/U(1S) and U(3S)/U(1S), respectively, while in
the pPb results they amount to 8% and 9%, respectively. The results are available in tabulated
form in Table 4, with binning information provided in Table 3.

pp to pPb to PbPb systems, as a function of event multiplicity.

The impact of additional underlying particles on the decreasing trend of the U(2S)/U(1S) and
U(3S)/U(1S) versus N

|h|<2.4
tracks in pp and pPb collisions is studied in more detail. The pp sample

contains on average two extra charged tracks in the U(1S) events when compared to the U(2S)
and U(3S) events, consistent with the pPb sample, though the average number of charged par-
ticles rises from 13 (pp) to 50 (pPb). The trend shown in the right panel of Fig. 3 is found to
weaken (or even reverse) if one artificially lowers the number of charged particles in the U(1S)
sample by two or three tracks for every event. In contrast, the number of extra charged particles
does not vary when lowering the pT threshold down to 200 MeV/c in the N

|h|<2.4
tracks computation,

or when removing particles located in a cone of radius DR =
p
(Df)2 + (Dh)2 = 0.3 or 0.5

around the U momentum direction. Extra charged particles are indeed expected in the U(1S)
sample because of feed-down from higher-mass states, such as U(2S) ! U(1S)p+p�, but decay
kinematics [24], with typically assumed feed-down fractions [4], do not lead to a significant rise
of the number of charged particles with pT > 400 MeV/c. While most feed-down contributions
should come from the decays of P-wave states, such as cb ! U(1S)g, the probability for a pho-
ton to convert in the detector material and produce at least one electron with pT > 400 MeV/c,
that is further reconstructed and selected, is very low (<0.2%). This makes the number of re-
constructed electrons not sufficient to produce the measured trend. Therefore, it is concluded
that feed-down contributions cannot solely account for the observed features in the measured
ratios. It is noted also that if the three U states are produced from the same initial partons,
the mass difference between the U(1S) and the U(2S) (>500 MeV), or the U(1S) and the U(3S)
(>800 MeV), could be found not only in the momentum of the U(1S), but also in extra particles
created together with the U(1S).

JHEP 04 (2014) 103

‣ Ratio as a function of multiplicity (number of charged track )
‣ (nS)/ (1S) are evaluated by performing an extended binned 

maximum likelihood fit to the dimuon invariant mass distribution.
‣ Signal is modelled with Gaussian + exponential function
‣ Combinatorial background described by and error 

function+exponential

Υ Υ

JHEP 11 (2020) 001

Motivation

https://arxiv.org/pdf/1312.6300.pdf
https://arxiv.org/pdf/2007.04277
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4.1 The Y(nS) ratios vs. multiplicity 7

rapidity ranges in the three measurements, based on the measured rapidity dependence of the
U(nS) production cross sections [44].
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Figure 2: The ratios U(2S)/U(1S) and U(3S)/U(1S) with p
µµ
T > 7 GeV (left) and p

µµ
T > 0 GeV

(right) as a function of Ntrack. The lines are fits to the data with an exponential function. The
outer vertical bars represent the combined statistical and systematic uncertainties in the ratios,
while the horizontal bars give the uncertainty in

⌦
Ntrack

↵
in each bin. Inner tick marks show

only the statistical uncertainty, both in the ratio and in
⌦

Ntrack
↵
. The results of Ref. [7] are

shown in the right plot for comparison, and a small correction is applied to the present results
to account for the different rapidity ranges in the measurements, |yµµ | < 1.20 here and |yµµ | <
1.93 in Ref. [7].

A clear trend is visible in both plots with a decrease in the ratios from low- to high-multiplicity
bins. The trend is similar in the two kinematic regions, and reminiscent of the measurements
from Ref. [7], in particular of the pPb results. To quantify the decrease, a fit is performed using
an exponential function: e

(p0+p1x) + p2, with p0, p1, and p2 as free parameters in the fit. To
measure the decrease in the ratios from this analysis, the resulting best fit is evaluated at the
centre of the lowest and highest Ntrack bins. In the p

µµ
T > 7 GeV case, this results in a decrease

of (�22 ± 3)% for U(2S)/U(1S) and (�42 ± 4)% for U(3S)/U(1S), where the uncertainties
combine the statistical (evaluated at the 95% confidence level) and systematic (using the upper
and lower shifts in the ordinates of the data) uncertainties.

Previous measurements [44] have shown that the ratios U(2S)/U(1S) and U(3S)/U(1S) in-
crease with p

µµ
T . This effect is also visible in Fig. 2, where the values of each ratio are higher

in the left plot with a p
µµ
T minimum of 7 GeV than in the right plot with no minimum p

µµ
T

requirement. Figure 3 left (right) shows the mean p
µµ
T values for the three U(nS) states with

p
µµ
T > 7 (0)GeV, as a function of Ntrack. This is obtained by taking the pT spectra of the dimuon

candidates using the sPlot technique and rescaling them for the efficiency and acceptance cor-
rections as a function of p

µµ
T , as described in Section 3.4. From these corrected p

µµ
T distributions

the mean value and the corresponding uncertainty are calculated. We observe a hierarchical
structure, where the transverse momentum increases more rapidly with Ntrack as the mass of
the corresponding U(nS) increases. An increase with particle mass was also observed in pp
collisions at the LHC for pions, kaons, and protons [45].

‣ Decrease in ratio with increase in 
multiplicity

- Estimated the function value at low and high 
multiplicity to give a better variation value

(2S)/ (1S) : (−22 ± 3)% 
(3S)/ (1S) : (−42 ± 4)% 

Υ Υ
Υ Υ

‣ Ratio increases with increase in pμμ
T

4.3 Local multiplicity dependence 9

decrease occurs at low multiplicity, with the ratios consistent with being flat beyond the first
Ntrack bin, especially for the ratio U(2S)/U(1S).

4.3 Local multiplicity dependence

To better investigate the connection between U(nS) production and the UE properties, a new
type of multiplicity, N

Df
track, is defined, based on the difference between the azimuthal angle of

each track and the U(nS) meson, Df. This relative angular separation is divided into three
ranges (as is done in Ref. [46]): a forward one comprised of |Df| < p/3 radians, a transverse one
with p/3  |Df| < 2p/3 radians, and a backward one of 2p/3  |Df|  p radians, as shown
in Fig. 5 (left).
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Figure 5: Left: A schematic view in the azimuthal plane of the three Df regions with respect to
the U(nS) momentum direction. Right: The ratios U(2S)/U(1S) and U(3S)/U(1S), as a function
of N

Df
track for the three Df regions shown in the left plot. The outer vertical bars represent the

combined statistical and systematic uncertainties in the ratios, while the horizontal bars give
the uncertainty in

⌦
N

Df
track

↵
for each bin. Inner tick marks show only the statistical uncertainty,

both in the ratio and in
⌦

N
Df
track

↵
.

On average, there are about three more tracks in the forward (14.55 ± 0.05, including the two
muons) and backward (14.83 ± 0.05) regions than in the transverse interval (11.90 ± 0.05), where
the uncertainties are statistical only. Similar values are obtained when considering the U(1S),
U(2S), and U(3S) mesons separately.

The U(nS) ratios are presented as a function of N
Df
track in the three azimuthal intervals in Fig. 5

(right), where the decrease in the ratios is again visible, with similar trends in the three angular
regions. The main differences are present at low N

Df
track, where the ratios are slightly higher

when considering the backward azimuthal region. In particular, the fact that the decrease is
present in the transverse region suggests its connection with the UE itself, rather than a de-
pendence on the particle activity along the U(nS) direction, which would produce additional
particles only in the forward region. The same consideration applies to unaccounted effects
coming from feed-down, i.e. from U(nS) states not produced in the hard scatter, as discussed
in the following section.
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On average, there are about three more tracks in the forward (14.55 ± 0.05, including the two
muons) and backward (14.83 ± 0.05) regions than in the transverse interval (11.90 ± 0.05), where
the uncertainties are statistical only. Similar values are obtained when considering the U(1S),
U(2S), and U(3S) mesons separately.

The U(nS) ratios are presented as a function of N
Df
track in the three azimuthal intervals in Fig. 5

(right), where the decrease in the ratios is again visible, with similar trends in the three angular
regions. The main differences are present at low N

Df
track, where the ratios are slightly higher

when considering the backward azimuthal region. In particular, the fact that the decrease is
present in the transverse region suggests its connection with the UE itself, rather than a de-
pendence on the particle activity along the U(nS) direction, which would produce additional
particles only in the forward region. The same consideration applies to unaccounted effects
coming from feed-down, i.e. from U(nS) states not produced in the hard scatter, as discussed
in the following section.

‣ Ratio is investigated in three region
‣ forward - transverse - backward
‣ based on the relative angular distance 

with the  directionΥ

‣ Decrease in transverse region
‣ connection with the underlying event 

itself 
‣ not linked to particle activity along the

(nS) direction Υ

Relative production ratio as a function of multiplicity
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Figure 6: The ratios U(2S)/U(1S) and U(3S)/U(1S) are shown as a function of the track mul-
tiplicity Ntrack: in four categories based on the number of charged particles produced in a
DR < 0.5 cone around the U direction (left), and in different intervals of charged particle trans-
verse sphericity, ST (right). The outer vertical bars represent the combined statistical and sys-
tematic uncertainties in the ratios, while the horizontal bars give the uncertainty in

⌦
Ntrack

↵
in

each bin. Inner tick marks show only the statistical uncertainty, both in the ratio and in
⌦

Ntrack
↵
.

4.6 Discussion

The impact of additional UE particles on the trend of the U cross section ratios to decrease with
multiplicity in pp and pPb collisions was pointed out in Ref. [7]. In particular, it was noted
that the events containing the ground state had about two more tracks on average than the
ones containing the excited states. It was concluded that the feed-down contributions cannot
solely account for this feature. This is also seen in the present analysis, where the U(1S) meson
is accompanied by about one more track on average (

⌦
Ntrack

↵
= 33.9 ± 0.1) than the U(2S)

(
⌦

Ntrack
↵
= 33.0 ± 0.1), and about two more than the U(3S) (

⌦
Ntrack

↵
= 32.0 ± 0.1). However,

as seen in Fig. 6 (left), no significant change is seen when keeping only events with no tracks
within a cone along the U(nS) direction.

One could argue that, given the same energy of a parton collision, the lower mass of the up-
silon ground state compared to the excited states would leave more energy available for the
production of accompanying particles. On the other hand, it is also true that, if we expect
a suppression of the excited states at high multiplicity, it would also appear as a shift in the
mean number of particles for that state (because events at higher multiplicities would be miss-
ing). Furthermore, if we consider only the events with 0 < ST < 0.55, where none or little
dependence on multiplicity is present, the mean number of charged particles per event is ex-
actly the same for the three U states (

⌦
Ntrack

↵
= 22.4 ± 0.1). This suggests that the different

number of associated particles is not directly linked to the difference in mass between the three
states.

5 Summary
The measurement of ratios of the U(nS) ! µ+µ� yields in proton-proton collisions at

p
s =

7 TeV, corresponding to an integrated luminosity of 4.8 fb�1, collected with the CMS detector
at the LHC, are reported as a function of the number of charged particles produced with pseu-

‣ Transverse sphericity (ST) give information of the shape 
of the underlying event

‣ almost flat at low ST

‣ ratio decrease as function of multiplicity for 
ST>0.55

‣ Independent for jet like event

‣ decrease in ratio is an underlying event effect

‣ Reduction in (2S)/ (1S) and (3S)/ (1S) production ratios is observed with increasing multiplicity. 

‣ In agreement with the observation made in pp and pPb collisions at lower centre-of-mass energy.

‣ No variation in the decrease of the ratios is found by changing the azimuthal angle separation of the 
charged particles with respect to the  momentum direction 

‣ Provide a connection between (nS) production and the underlying event, stressing the need for an 
improved theoretical description of quarkonium production in proton-proton collisions. 

Υ Υ Υ Υ

Υ

Υ

Continue..
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Measurement of Bc(2S)+ and Bc∗(2S)+ cross section ratios in proton-
proton collisions at  = 13 TeV s

Paper: PRD 102 (2020) 092007

‣ 143 fb -1 of  =13 TeV (2015, 2016, 2017, 2018)s

https://arxiv.org/pdf/2008.08629.pdf
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3

Bc(2S)* → Bc*
 π+ π-    followed by   Bc*

 
 → Bc  ɣlost  

Since the photon is not detected, we end up seeing

Bc(2S)*  → Bc
 π+ π-  plus “missing energy”

Same final state as 

Bc(2S)  → Bc
 π+ π-

So, we see a two-peak structure in the Bc
 π+ π-  mass distribution, 

with the Bc(2S)* peak at a mass shifted by

ΔM = [ M(Bc*) - M(Bc) ] - [ M(Bc(2S)*) - M(Bc(2S) ]

IntroductionParticle Predicted M(MeV)

Bc 6247-6286

Bc* 6308-6341

Bc(2S) 6835-6882

Bc(2S)* 6881-6914

[*] PRD 49 (1994) 5845,  PRD 51 (1995) 3613, PRD 52 (1995)  5229, PRD 53 
(1996) 312,  PLB 382 (1996) 131, PRD 160 (1999) 074006, PRD 67 (2003) 014027, 
PRD 70 (2004) 054017, PRL 104 (2010) 022001, PRD 86 (2012) 094510, PRL 121 
(2018) 202002

Bc*

Bc = 6275

Bc(2S)*

Bc(2S)

The solid and dashed lines 
indicate the emission of 

photons and pion pairs, respectively

55 MeV

35 MeV

20 MeV

π+ π-

ɣ

ɣ

Motivation

‣  and  were first resolved using 143 fb-1 of data 
collected by CMS

‣ Two-peak structure observed (well resolved)

ΔM = [ M(Bc*) - M(Bc) ] - [ M(Bc(2S)*) - M(Bc(2S) ] 

M(B
c
(2S)) = 6871.0 ± 1.2 (stat) ± 0.8 (sys) ± 0.8 (B

c
)MeV 

Bc(2S)+ B*
c(2S)+

ΔM = 29.1 ± 1.5(stat) ± 0.7(sys)MeV PRL. 122, 132001 

   

!"∗ 2% & in !"&'&'(

ØWith the soft photon not reconstructed, the !"∗ 2% & peak remains with

ØMost predictions give ) !" 2% & > ) !"∗ 2% & +,-

'&
'(

!"&
'&

.&
.(

//

'&
'(

!"&
'&

.&
.(

//

0
!" 2% & → !"&'&'( !"∗ 2% & → !"∗&(→ !"&0)'&'(

) !" 2% & − ) !"∗ 2% & +,- = Δ) 1% − Δ) 2%
= ) 18%9 − ) 19%: − ) 28%9 − ) 29%:

ΔM = [ M(Bc
*) - M(Bc)] - [ M(Bc(2S)*) - M(Bc(2S))]

Two-peak structure observed (well resolved) : 
ΔM = 29.1 ± 1.5 (stat) ± 0.7 (sys) MeV

Mass of Bc(2S) measured to be:
M(Bc(2S)) = 6871.0 ± 1.2 (stat) ± 0.8 (sys) ± 0.8 (Bc)MeV

4

Observation of the two-peak structure

Bc(2S)*
Bc(2S)

7629 ± 225  candidates

33.5 ± 2.5 MeV mass resolution

Observation of Two Excited Bc States and Measurement of the 
Bc(2S) Mass in pp Collisions at √s = 13 TeV : PRL 122 (2019) 132001 

*soft Photon is not reconstructed

‣ Goal is to study the properties of these mesons to shed light on the better understanding of Bc
+ 

quarkonium family.
‣ Relative production ratio
‣ Dipion mass

‣ Same final state Bcπ+π−

https://journals.aps.org/prl/abstract/10.1103/PhysRevLett.122.132001
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‣ Measurement of relative cross section wrt B+
c3.7 Systematic uncertainties 7
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Figure 3: The R
+ and R

⇤+ (upper), and R
⇤+/R

+ (lower) cross section ratios, including the
Bc
(⇤)(2S)+ ! Bc

(⇤)+p+p� branching fractions, as functions of the Bc
+

pT (left) and |y| (right).
The horizontal bars show the bin widths. The markers are shown at the average Bc

+
pT or |y|

values of the events contributing to each bin, in the background-subtracted distributions, and
the vertical bars represent the statistical uncertainties only. The systematic uncertainties are
essentially independent of the Bc

+ kinematics.

3.7 Systematic uncertainties

Several sources of systematic effects that could potentially affect the measurement of the cross
section ratios have been considered. For each of those effects, the analysis has been redone
using an alternative option and the resulting cross section ratios are compared to those ob-
tained in the baseline analysis. The observed difference between the two results is taken as the
systematic uncertainty associated with that specific effect.

Naturally, no uncertainties are considered in factors that affect identically the numerator and
denominator values that provide the cross section ratios, such as the efficiency of the J/y trig-
ger used to collect the event sample or the efficiency of the event selections that determine
the total number of Bc

+ ! J/y p+ candidates contributing to Fig. 1. But even if the integral
of the measured J/y p+ invariant mass distribution does not change, it is possible to vary the
extracted Bc

+ yield by changing the functions used in the fit to describe the shapes of the sig-
nal and background contributions, given that such variations might change the assignment of
some events from the Bc

+ yield to the background yield, or vice versa. The importance of this
effect is evaluated by independently varying the signal and background models used in the fit.

The background model is varied by using an exponential function, instead of a first-order
polynomial, to describe the uncorrelated J/y p+ pairs. The varied scenario for the Bc

+ signal
line shape consisted in replacing the double-Gaussian function by a Student’s t function [27].
Since these two variations only change the fitted Bc

+ yield, having no effect on the number of
Bc
+ ! J/y p+ candidates used in the search for the Bc

(⇤)(2S)+ excited states, the correspond-
ing (relative) systematic uncertainties, 4.3% for the signal model and 3.5% for the background
model, are identical for the R

+ and R
⇤+ ratios, and cancel in the R

⇤+/R
+ double ratio.

The measurement of the Bc(2S)+ and Bc
⇤(2S)+ yields is also affected by the choices made to

model the shapes of the signal peaks and the underlying combinatorial background seen in
Fig. 2. The effect of the signal modeling is evaluated with two independent approaches. First,

10
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Figure 4: The dipion invariant mass distributions from Bc
(⇤)(2S)+!Bc

(⇤)+p+p� decays in data,
normalized to unity. The inner and outer tick marks designate the statistical and total uncer-
tainties, respectively. The lines show the corresponding predictions from phase space simula-
tions.

nents of the Bc
+p+p� mass distribution and on the small contributions from the Bc

+! J/y K+

and partially reconstructed Bc
+ decays.

As seen in Fig. 4, the Bc
(⇤)(2S)+ dipion invariant mass distributions are compatible with each

other within the uncertainties, and have shapes different from the rather flat distributions pre-
dicted from the phase space simulations.

5 Summary
The ratios of the Bc(2S)+ to Bc

+, Bc
⇤(2S)+ to Bc

+, and Bc
⇤(2S)+ to Bc(2S)+ production cross sec-

tions, R
+, R

⇤+, and R
⇤+/R

+, respectively, have been measured in proton-proton collisions atp
s = 13 TeV. Data set used in the analysis corresponds to an integrated luminosity of 143 fb�1

collected by the CMS experiment at the LHC between 2015 and 2018.

The Bc
(⇤)(2S)+ mesons were reconstructed through the decays Bc

(⇤)(2S)+ ! Bc
(⇤)+p+p�, fol-

lowed by the Bc
+ ! J/y p+ and J/y ! µ+µ�. The measured cross section ratios, including the

(unknown) Bc
(⇤)(2S)+!Bc

(⇤)+p+p� branching fractions, are

R
+ = (3.47 ± 0.63 (stat) ± 0.33 (syst))%,

R
⇤+ = (4.69 ± 0.71 (stat) ± 0.56 (syst))%, and

R
⇤+/R

+ = 1.35 ± 0.32 (stat) ± 0.09 (syst).
(4)

No significant dependences on the transverse momentum pT or rapidity |y| of the Bc
+ mesons

have been observed for any of these three ratios. The normalized dipion invariant mass distri-
butions for the Bc

(⇤)(2S)+!Bc
(⇤)+p+p� decays are also reported. These results, obtained in the

phase space region defined by Bc
+ meson pT > 15 GeV and |y| < 2.4, may provide new impor-

tant input to improve the theoretical understanding of the nature of the bc heavy-quarkonium
states and their production processes.

R+ =
σ(Bc(2S)+)

σ(B+
c )

B(Bc(2S)+ → B+
c π+π−) = (3.47 ± 0.63(stat) ± 0.33(syst)) %

R*+ =
σ(B*

c(2S)+)
σ(B+

c )
B(B*

c(2S)+ → B*+
c π+π−) = (4.69 ± 0.71(stat) ± 0.56(syst)) %

R*+

R+
= (1.35 ± 0.32(stat) ± 0.09(syst))

‣ No dependency on the transverse momentum or rapidity of B+
c

Relative cross section and dipion mass

‣ Dipion mass

‣ Compatible in between  and 

‣ shape is different from phase space 
predictions

‣ Important for theoretical understanding

Bc(2S)+

B*
c(2S)+
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Observation of the  decay B0
s → X(3872)ϕ

Paper: PRL 125 (2020) 152001

‣ 140 fb -1 of  =13 TeV (2016, 2017, 2018)s

https://arxiv.org/pdf/2005.04764.pdf


 

!(3872)

Ø!(3872) () *+, = 0/(1//): 
the first observed charmonium-like exotic hadron 
with most abundant experimental information
üMass inconsistent with prediction for 123(2453)
ü! 3872 → */89 is isospin violating
üMass extremely close to :;<:;∗ threshold
üNarrow with Γ < 1.2 MeV at 90% C.L.

ØNature of !(3872)
üNo consensus: conventional 123(2453), molecular state, tetraquark, D ̅DF

hybrid, vector glueball, or mixed?
üExperimental study
• Production in collisions and in weak decays
• Lineshape
• Decays  
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Motivation

‣ X(3872) was first observed by Belle in 2003. 

‣ Small natural width and don’t match to any predicted Charmonium state

‣ X(3872) 

‣ The decays of X(3872) into J/ψω w.r.t J/ψρ violate isospin 

‣ Never observed in  decays, only  and prompt decays.

‣ The mass is very close to the  threshold with total width < 2 MeV.

‣ Measured first time the production in the  decays, which may shed light on the nature of X(3872)

‣ We measure the ratio

IG(JG) = 0+(1++)

B0
s B+, B0, Λ0

b

D0D̄
*0

B0
s

Introduction

3

➢ X(3872) was observed in 2003 by Belle, but its nature is still unclear

➢ Its mass is very close to D0D—*0 threshold, while the natural width Γ < 1.2 MeV

➢ Quantum numbers JPC = 1++ correspond to the charmonium (cc−) state χc1, the 
current PDG notation is “χc1(3872), also known as X(3872)”

➢ The decays of X(3872) into J/ψω w.r.t J/ψρ violate isospin

➢ Many theoretical interpretations exist, e.g. tetraquark, molecule, or mixture of 
those with a conventional charmonium state

➢ The X was never observed in B0
s decays, only from B0, B+ and Λb

0, and promptly so far

➢ Measurement of its production in B0
s decays helps understanding the properties of 

X(3872), in particular dynamics of its formation in B hadron decays (see next slide)

➢ We measure the ratio 

where B0
s→ψ(2S)φ decay with the same 2μ+4trk topology is used for the 

normalization, cancelling many systematic uncertainties
Where N, is the number of signal events in data

‣  is used as control sample

‣
‣
‣

B0
s → ψ(2S)ϕ

3.60 < m(J/ψπ+π−) < 3.95GeV
1.00 < m(K+K−) < 1.04GeV
5.32 < M(B0

s ) < 5.42GeV

Bs→X(3872)ϕ @ CMS

14

First observation of the X(3872) from a Bs decay and measurement 
of the relative BR 

• X(3872) observed for the first time quite recently (2003) by Belle 
• Puzzling particle,  close to the D0D0* threshold, natural width ᴦ<1.2 MeV 
• Many theoretical interpretations exist, e.g. tetra-quark, molecule, or mixture 
of those with a conventional charmonium state 

• The X was never observed in Bs decays 
• Measurement: relative BF of Bs→X(3872)ϕ wrt Bs→ψ(2S)ϕ decay channel 

2D fit projections normalisation channel 2D fit projections signal channel 

arXiv:2005.04764

PRL 91(2003) 262001

https://journals.aps.org/prl/abstract/10.1103/PhysRevLett.91.262001
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‣ Data corresponds to 140 fb-1 @ 13TeV

‣  observed using  and 

• 2D fit to  and  to extract the signal yield

• N( ) = 299  39 with significance > 6

B0
s → X(3872)ϕ X(3872) → J/ψπ+π− ϕ → K+K−

M(J/ψπ+π−) M(K+K−)
B0

s → X(3872)ϕ ± σ

4

in data for y(2S) ! J/y p+p�, with one floating parameter responsible for the resolution scal-
ing. The X(3872) mass is left free in the fit and the returned value is in agreement with the
known mass [4]. The threshold value y0 is changed to m

PDG
J/y + 0.7 GeV to account for the dif-

ferent requirement on the dipion invariant mass applied in the X(3872) channel. The invariant
mass distributions and the projections of the 2D fit are shown in Fig. 2. Additional projections
of the 2D fit in different ranges of m(J/y p+p�) and m(K+K�) are presented in Appendix A.
The measured signal yield is N(B0

s ! X(3872)f) = 299 ± 39.

The statistical significance of the B0
s ! X(3872)f signal has been evaluated with the likelihood

ratio technique by applying the background-only and signal-plus-background hypotheses. Us-
ing the standard asymptotic approximation [32] for the likelihood, since the conditions of the
Wilks’ theorem [33] are satisfied, the statistical significance of the B0

s ! X(3872)f signal is over
6 standard deviations (s) after accounting for the systematic uncertainties discussed later.
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Figure 2: The observed J/y p+p� (left) and K+K� (right) invariant mass distributions for the
B0

s ! X(3872)f candidates are shown by the points, with the vertical bars representing the
statistical uncertainties. The projections of the 2D fit and its various components are shown by
the lines.

To evaluate the background contribution related to the non-B0
s production of y(2S)f in the

mass range 5.32 < m(y(2S)f) < 5.42 GeV, the mass distribution of y(2S)f is studied, as
shown in Fig 3 (left). The background-subtraction technique sP lot [34] is used, together with
the 2D fit described above, to subtract backgrounds from the nonresonant K+K� and J/y p+p�

combinations. The observed m(y(2S)f) distribution is fitted with a DG function for the sig-
nal and an exponential for the background, as shown in Fig. 3 (left). The fit returns a non-B0

s
background contribution of 0.5%. The same procedure is repeated in the X(3872)f channel,
shown in Fig. 3 (right), and the measured contribution of the non-B0

s background is 1.7%.
Thus, the ratio of the event yields X(3872)/y(2S) changes by 1.2% after accounting for this
background from the non-B0

s production of y(2S)f and X(3872)f combinations. The signifi-
cance of the B0

s ! X(3872)f signal extracted from the binned fit to the background-subtracted
m(X(3872)f) distribution exceeds 10s.

The efficiencies for the signal and normalization channels are calculated using the simulated
event samples. The total efficiency includes the detector acceptance, trigger, and candidate
reconstruction efficiencies. Only the ratio of the efficiencies for the y(2S) and X(3872) decay
modes is needed to calculate the ratio R, which eliminates the systematic uncertainties related
to the track and muon reconstruction. The obtained efficiency ratio is eB0

s!y(2S)f
/eB0

s!X(3872)f
=

1.136± 0.026. It is larger than unity due to a tighter requirement on the dipion mass m(p+p�) >
0.7 GeV, applied in the X(3872) channel. The reported uncertainty is related to the size of the
simulated samples. The simulated event samples are validated by comparing distributions of
variables used in the candidate selection between the background-subtracted data and simula-

‣ Non  production evaluated from background-subtracted 
M(X(3872) ) distribution to be 1.7% 

‣ ratio of event yield X(3872)/ψ(2S) changes by 1.2% 
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Figure 3: Background-subtracted y(2S)f (left) and X(3872)f (right) invariant mass distribu-
tions obtained by sP lot weighting. The result of each fit and its components are shown by the
lines.

tion. As no significant deviation is found, no additional systematic uncertainty in the efficiency
ratio is assigned.

Several sources of systematic uncertainty in the measured ratio R are considered. To evaluate
the systematic uncertainties related to the choice of the fit model, several alternative functions
are tested. Uncertainties related to the choice of the signal and background models are calcu-
lated separately.

The systematic uncertainty in the modeling of the f ! K+K� signal is estimated by varying
the f natural width and the m(K+K�) resolution within their uncertainties. The correspond-
ing changes in the ratio R are negligible. The systematic uncertainty in the m(K+K�) and
m(J/y p+p�) background model is estimated by testing alternative models. Instead of the
baseline model, either a second-order polynomial or a threshold function multiplied by this
polynomial is used. The systematic uncertainty in the J/y p+p� signal model is estimated by
replacing the DG function with a Student’s t-distribution [35] or, for the X(3872) channel, by
conservatively scaling the resolution obtained in the y(2S) channel by the ratio of the resolu-
tions of the two channels observed in the simulation.

The systematic uncertainty related to the non-B0
s background is estimated using the sP lot tech-

nique to subtract the contributions from nonresonant K+K� and J/y p+p� combinations from
the m(B0

s) distribution, as described above and shown in Fig. 3. A systematic uncertainty
of 1.2% is assigned, based on the fit results to the background-subtracted m(y(2S)f) and
m(X(3872)f) distributions.

The uncertainty related to the simulation sample size is 2.2%, as evaluated above. Changes
in the detector and trigger conditions in the course of the 2016–2018 data taking are shown to
have a negligible effect on the measured ratio, as the signal and normalization processes are
very similar. The ratio R is found to be stable across different years of data taking, therefore no
related systematic uncertainty is assigned.

Table 1 summarizes the systematic uncertainties described above, together with the total sys-
tematic uncertainty, obtained by adding the effects from the different sources in quadrature.

Using Eq. (1), together with the measured signal yields of the B0
s ! X(3872)f and B0

s !
y(2S)f decays and the corresponding efficiency ratio, the product of the branching fractions,
with respect to that of the B0

s ! y(2S)f decay, is measured to be

R = (2.21 ± 0.29 (stat) ± 0.17 (syst))%.

Observation of the  decay B0
s → X(3872)ϕ
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Branching fraction ratio

‣ Ratio of Branching fraction

Introduction

3

➢ X(3872) was observed in 2003 by Belle, but its nature is still unclear

➢ Its mass is very close to D0D—*0 threshold, while the natural width Γ < 1.2 MeV

➢ Quantum numbers JPC = 1++ correspond to the charmonium (cc−) state χc1, the 
current PDG notation is “χc1(3872), also known as X(3872)”

➢ The decays of X(3872) into J/ψω w.r.t J/ψρ violate isospin

➢ Many theoretical interpretations exist, e.g. tetraquark, molecule, or mixture of 
those with a conventional charmonium state

➢ The X was never observed in B0
s decays, only from B0, B+ and Λb

0, and promptly so far

➢ Measurement of its production in B0
s decays helps understanding the properties of 

X(3872), in particular dynamics of its formation in B hadron decays (see next slide)

➢ We measure the ratio 

where B0
s→ψ(2S)φ decay with the same 2μ+4trk topology is used for the 

normalization, cancelling many systematic uncertainties
= (2.21 ± 0.29 (stat) ± 0.17 (syst))%

‣ Branching fraction

‣ Consistent with the 

‣ Two time smaller compared to B+

B(B0
s → X(3872)ϕ)B(X(3872) → J/ψπ+π−) = (4.14 ± 0.54(stat) ± 0.32(syst) ± 0.46(B)) × 10−6

B(B0 → X(3872)K0)B(X(3872) → J/ψπ+π−) = (4.3 ± 1.3) × 10−6

B0 → X(3872)K0

B(B0
s → X(3872)ϕ)

B(B+ → X(3872)K+)
= 0.482 ± 0.063(stat) ± 0.037(syst) ± 0.070(B) .

B(B0
s → ψ (2S)ϕ)

B(B+ → ψ (2S)K+)
= 0.87 ± 0.10

➡Formation of X(3872) from B mesons are different from  , may be X(3872) 
is not a pure charmonium state.

ψ(2S)

PRD 98 (2018) 030001

https://link.aps.org/doi/10.1103/PhysRevD.98.030001
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Observation of a new excited beauty strange baryon decaying 
to Ξ−

b π+π−

arXiv: 2102.04524
Accepted to PRL

‣ 140 fb -1 of  =13 TeV (2016, 2017, 2018)s

https://arxiv.org/pdf/2102.04524.pdf
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(left) and J/yLK� (right) channels. The two plots also show the results of independent un-
binned extended maximum-likelihood fits. In both cases, the fully reconstructed X�

b signal is
described by a double-Gaussian function with two free parameters: the common mean and
the total yield; the two width parameters and the proportion of each Gaussian are fixed from
simulation studies. The background is described by a first-order polynomial in the J/yX� fit
and an exponential function in the J/yLK� fit. In the latter fit, the signal contribution from
the partially reconstructed X�

b ! J/yS0K� decays is taken into account by including an asym-
metric Gaussian in the fit model, with the shape parameters fixed from simulation studies. All
normalization values (signals and backgrounds) are free parameters of the fit.

The signal yields from the fits described above are 859 ± 36 and 815 ± 74 for the X�
b ! J/yX�

and fully reconstructed X�
b ! J/yLK� decay modes, respectively, with the uncertainties being

statistical only. The fitted X�
b masses are consistent with each other and with the world-average

value, 5797.0 ± 0.6 MeV [20]. The signal components corresponding to fully reconstructed X�
b

candidates are shown by the solid green curves. The fitted yield of the partially reconstructed
X�

b ! J/yS0K� contribution, reconstructed as J/yLK�, is 820± 158, represented by the dotted-
dashed curve in Fig. 1 (right). The X�

b fit results illustrate this part of the reconstruction proce-
dure and provide the first confirmation of the X�

b ! J/yLK� decay observed by LHCb [24].
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Figure 1: Invariant mass distributions of the selected X�
b candidates in the J/yX� (left) and

J/yLK� (right) decay channels with the fit results superimposed. The vertical solid (dashed)
lines show the mass windows discussed in the text and used in the reconstruction of the
X�

b p+p� candidates in J/yX� and J/yLK� (J/yS0K�) channels.

When reconstructing X�
b p+p� candidates, we select events with X�

b invariant mass within 54
(27) MeV of the fitted X�

b mass for the J/yX� (J/yLK�) channel, corresponding to approxi-
mately 2.8 (1.8) times the mass resolution, as shown by the vertical solid lines in Fig. 1. The
5.63 < M(J/yLK�) < 5.76 GeV mass region is used for the partially reconstructed X�

b !
J/yS0K� decay mode, shown by the dashed vertical lines in Fig. 1 (right). These mass ranges
are selected through the same optimization procedure as used for the other selection criteria.

Since the lifetime of the excited Xb states is expected to be negligible, the X�
b p+p� candidates

are formed by combining the selected X�
b candidates with two OS tracks originating from the

PV, as in Refs. [37–40]. Combinations of a X�
b candidate with two SS pions from the PV are

used as a control channel and form the SS control region. The analysis is performed using
the mass difference variable DM = M(X�

b p+p�)� M(X�
b )� 2 m

PDG
p± , which has a better mass

resolution than M(X�
b p+p�), where M(X�

b ) represents the reconstructed X�
b mass. According

to the simulation studies, this variable also has the advantage of being insensitive to a potential
mass shift caused by the fact that the photon emitted in the X�

b ! J/yS0K�, S0 ! Lg decay
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‣  baryon family is qsb isodoublets, their ground states have been observed at Tevatron.

‣ Excited states are observed recently at LHC energy

‣ Theoretical prediction 

‣ New  resonance near  threshold

‣ expected mass about 6100-6130 MeV and non-neglible natural width. 

Ξb

Ξ−
b Ξ−

b π+π−

arXiv:1709.04268

‣  is reconstructed via  and 

‣
‣  can also be the product of 

, where 

Ξ−
b J/ψΞ− J/ψΛK−

J/ψ → μ+μ−, Ξ− → Λπ−,  and Λ → pπ−

J/ψΛK−

J/ψΣ0K− Σ0 → Λγ

Motivation

‣ Signal yield 

‣  : 859 ± 36 

‣   : 815 ± 74 

‣  : 820 ± 158 

J/ψ Ξ−

J/ψΛK−

J/ψΣ0K−

https://arxiv.org/pdf/1709.04268.pdf
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sequence is not reconstructed. Following the technique developed in Ref. [40], the selected
X�

b candidate and all tracks forming the PV are refit to a common vertex, further improving
the X�

b p+p� invariant mass resolution of the fully reconstructed channels from 1.39 ± 0.11 to
0.94 ± 0.06 MeV (statistical uncertainties only), as obtained from simulation studies.

Theoretical studies [12, 13, 21] and analogous decays of excited charm baryons [20, 41] suggest
that the decay X⇤⇤�

b ! X�
b p+p� should proceed predominantly through X⇤⇤�

b ! X⇤0
b p�, fol-

lowed by X⇤0
b ! X�

b p+. Therefore, an additional requirement is applied to enhance this contri-
bution. As the X⇤0

b state has a mass of 5952.3± 0.6 MeV, the mass difference M(X⇤0
b )� M(X�

b )�
m

PDG
p+ will peak at 15.73 MeV [20]. To avoid complications in understanding the X�

b p+p�

threshold, we do not apply a minimum cut on this mass difference but simply require it to
be less than 20.73 MeV, with the 5 MeV addition found to be optimal when considering the X⇤0

b
natural width and our detector resolution.

The invariant mass distribution of the selected X�
b p+p� candidates is shown in Fig. 2, using

the mass difference variable DM. The left plot combines the data from the X�
b ! J/yX� and

X�
b ! J/yLK� channels, which have identical mass resolutions, according to simulation stud-

ies (the X�
b is fully reconstructed in both channels). The right plot shows the events that use the

partially reconstructed X�
b ! J/yS0K� channel, with a 30% larger mass resolution. Given the

definition of the DM variable, the mean mass of the signal peaks should not depend on the X�
b

reconstruction channel.
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Figure 2: Distributions of the invariant mass difference DM for the selected X�
b p+p� candi-

dates, with the X�
b reconstructed in the J/yX� and J/yLK� channels (left) or partially recon-

structed in the J/yS0K� channel (right). The result of the simultaneous fit is also shown.

A narrow peak is seen near the threshold of the X�
b p+p� system in both plots of Fig. 2. The

excess is also visible in each of the two independent decay channels, J/yX� and J/yLK�. We
have also studied the OS and SS distributions in a wider range of DM (up to 280 MeV) and
found no other significant peaks. A simultaneous unbinned extended maximum-likelihood fit
is performed on the two data samples shown in Fig. 2, the result being represented by the red
curves. The signal component is described with a relativistic Breit–Wigner (RBW) function [42,
43] for the Xb(6100)� ! X⇤0

b p� decay, convolved with a double-Gaussian resolution function.
The mass and natural width of the signal function are the two parameters of interest in the
fit. The normalization and background parameters are different for the fully and partially
reconstructed channels, as are the resolution parameters, which are fixed from the simulation
studies. The background component is modeled with the threshold function (DM)a, where a
is a free parameter.
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‣  mass is reconstructed using  and two soft pions

‣ 2D unbinned extended maximum likelihood fit to two 
independent channel( ,   and 

)

‣ Signal model: Relativistic Breit-Wigner function with 
resolution

‣ Measured mass difference from the fit:

Ξ−
b π+π− Ξ−

b

Ξ−
b →J/ψΞ− J/ψΛK− Ξ−

b →
J/ψΣ0K−

M(Ξb(6100)−) − M(Ξ−
b ) − 2mPDG

π+ = 24.14 ± 0.22(stat) ± 0.05(syst) MeV

M(Ξb(6100)−) = 6100.3 ± 0.2(stat) ± 0.1(syst) ± 0.6(Ξ−
b ) MeV
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sequence is not reconstructed. Following the technique developed in Ref. [40], the selected
X�

b candidate and all tracks forming the PV are refit to a common vertex, further improving
the X�

b p+p� invariant mass resolution of the fully reconstructed channels from 1.39 ± 0.11 to
0.94 ± 0.06 MeV (statistical uncertainties only), as obtained from simulation studies.

Theoretical studies [12, 13, 21] and analogous decays of excited charm baryons [20, 41] suggest
that the decay X⇤⇤�

b ! X�
b p+p� should proceed predominantly through X⇤⇤�

b ! X⇤0
b p�, fol-

lowed by X⇤0
b ! X�

b p+. Therefore, an additional requirement is applied to enhance this contri-
bution. As the X⇤0

b state has a mass of 5952.3± 0.6 MeV, the mass difference M(X⇤0
b )� M(X�

b )�
m

PDG
p+ will peak at 15.73 MeV [20]. To avoid complications in understanding the X�

b p+p�

threshold, we do not apply a minimum cut on this mass difference but simply require it to
be less than 20.73 MeV, with the 5 MeV addition found to be optimal when considering the X⇤0

b
natural width and our detector resolution.

The invariant mass distribution of the selected X�
b p+p� candidates is shown in Fig. 2, using

the mass difference variable DM. The left plot combines the data from the X�
b ! J/yX� and

X�
b ! J/yLK� channels, which have identical mass resolutions, according to simulation stud-

ies (the X�
b is fully reconstructed in both channels). The right plot shows the events that use the

partially reconstructed X�
b ! J/yS0K� channel, with a 30% larger mass resolution. Given the

definition of the DM variable, the mean mass of the signal peaks should not depend on the X�
b

reconstruction channel.
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Figure 2: Distributions of the invariant mass difference DM for the selected X�
b p+p� candi-

dates, with the X�
b reconstructed in the J/yX� and J/yLK� channels (left) or partially recon-

structed in the J/yS0K� channel (right). The result of the simultaneous fit is also shown.

A narrow peak is seen near the threshold of the X�
b p+p� system in both plots of Fig. 2. The

excess is also visible in each of the two independent decay channels, J/yX� and J/yLK�. We
have also studied the OS and SS distributions in a wider range of DM (up to 280 MeV) and
found no other significant peaks. A simultaneous unbinned extended maximum-likelihood fit
is performed on the two data samples shown in Fig. 2, the result being represented by the red
curves. The signal component is described with a relativistic Breit–Wigner (RBW) function [42,
43] for the Xb(6100)� ! X⇤0

b p� decay, convolved with a double-Gaussian resolution function.
The mass and natural width of the signal function are the two parameters of interest in the
fit. The normalization and background parameters are different for the fully and partially
reconstructed channels, as are the resolution parameters, which are fixed from the simulation
studies. The background component is modeled with the threshold function (DM)a, where a
is a free parameter.

arXiv:2102.04524

Yield : 26 ± 7 

Yield:  34 ± 9

Given  M(Ξ−
b ) = 5797.0 ± 0.6 MeV

‣ Natural width is too small to measure

‣ Upper limit on  at 95% CL

‣  baryon is analogous to  baryon

‣ Indication of first observation of  beauty-strange 
baryon.

Γ(Ξb(6100)−) < 1.9 MeV

Ξb(6100)− Ξc(2815)
JP = 3/2−

Observation of a new excited beauty strange baryon decaying to Ξ−
b π+π−

https://arxiv.org/pdf/2102.04524.pdf
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Summary and conclusion

‣ Even though LHC is under upgradation since 3 year, new measurements are being 
published with the available data.

‣Measurements are based on newer 13 TeV Run-2 data as well as on 7 and 8 TeV Run-1 
data.

‣New CMS results are discussed in this talk:

‣ Υ(1S) pair production cross section measurement and resonance search decaying to Υ(1S) .

‣ Investigation into the event-activity dependence of Υ(nS) relative production.

‣ Observation of the  decay

‣ Measurement of 
 
and 

 
cross section ratios

‣ Observation of a new excited beauty strange baryon decaying to 

‣Many analysis are in the pipeline with the Run-2 data. Stay tuned !!!

μ+μ−

B0
s → X(3872)ϕ

Bc(2S)+ B*
c(2S)+

Ξ−
b π+π−
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Thank You for your attention !
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Dataset and Triggers

‣ Analysis shown here uses CMS data collected between 
2011 and 2018.

‣ Total integrated luminosity valid for physics: 

• Run 1 :  ~  5  fb-1,  = 7 TeV 
  ~  20 fb-1, = 8 TeV

• Run 2:  ~ 140 fb-1,  = 13  TeV

s
s
s

‣ Data taking will be resumed in 2022 after LHC LS2 upgradation.

‣ Quarkonium are reconstructed through the final states 
containing muons.

‣ Several single- and multi-muon triggers are used to study 
various processes.

‣ Tracker and Muon sub detector play a major role to 
reconstruct the HF 

• Transverse momentum resolution: (1-5) % for pT < 100 GeV
• Misidentification probability  < 1%
• Vertex and IP resolution :  O(20-100)μm


